ACROSS
1  The moment the Parisian gives delight (6)
4  Flags welcome crew in port (8)
10  Help finish a hotel in the country (4,1,4)
11  Work with oriental fabric (5)
12  Prepare to shoot a bird (4)
13  Man's steward is a criminal (10)
15  Allowance arranged? Spend it! (7)
16  Partner sees prince in pickle (6)
19  Old Bob impresses designs on seats (6)
21  Notice attendant making dripping (7)
23  Anger badly dealt with on the whole (2,3,5)
25  In a superior position at work (4)
27  The colour of peas I cooked (5)
28  Ostracise professional writer (9)
29  Does without fish suppers initially? They're crackers! (8)
30  Limit rule of church official (6)

DOWN
1  Select at random what’s on TV (8)
2  One enlisted to study calligraphy (9)
3  Sovereign’s appreciation of humorist (4)
5  Speak to a department on clothing (7)
6  More protection for fielder (5,5)
7  Tory introduced to rewrite act (5)
8  People accepting alternative hypothesis (5)
9  Danger for firm receiving a final letter (6)
14  Deputy seaman often found on watch (6,4)
17  Begin with fish? That’s extraordinary! (9)
18  Come back to harvest fruit (8)
20  Soldier eats a bit of nutritious fish (7)
21  Sons endlessly cold-shoulder Italian (6)
22  Mistreated sailor took drugs (6)
24  Delia's pickle contains jelly (5)
26  Champion protects king in Israel (4)